In the spotlight

**Responsible Open Science - Workshop on the fundamentals of research data management for social scientists**

During two half days on 14 and 17 June, ODISSEI, CESSDA-ERIC and DANS will organise a workshop on research data management for starting researchers in the social sciences.

Training

18 May 2021
**Online workshop: Dissertation projects: Introduction to secondary analysis for qualitative and quantitative data**

27 May 2021
**Webinar: Consent issues in data sharing**

2 June 2021
**SSHOC Dataverse translation workshop**

3 June 2021
**Workshop: EOSC-Nordic WP4 training on self-assessments and certification with FAIR results**

15 June 2021
**SSHOC Workshop: Data citation in practice**
Events

18 May 2021
Virtual launch of the Qualiservice anonymisation tool QualiAnon (registrations open)

25 May 2021
RDA4EOSC Webinar: Organisational approaches to enhancing skills and improving training (registrations open)

26-27 May 2021
FAIR data competences in doctoral education programmes (registrations open)

02 June 2021
Science Europe Webinar: Jointly towards sustainable research data (registrations open)

07-10 June 2021
Open Repositories 2021 (registrations open)

16-18 June 2021
EOSC Symposium 2021 (registrations open)

News

Get in touch if you have any news that you would like us to share!

6 May 2021
Organisational changes at NSD
The Norwegian government is reforming the directorates and infrastructure organisations within research and higher education.

29 April 2021
Dissertation award 2021
Are you an undergraduate student using data from the UK Data Service collection in your dissertation this year? If so, you may be eligible to enter the UK Data Service Dissertation Award!

22 April 2021
Fast, up-to-date and accessible worldwide: Data sharing in times of the pandemic
A year of pandemic – that also means a year of data production. The AUSSDA project "COVID-19 Data Fast Track Publishing" collected research data in one place and made it available quickly.

Funding and international collaboration
Advanced Grants

Are you an established, leading principal investigator who wants long-term funding to pursue a ground-breaking, high-risk project? The ERC Advanced Grant could be for you.

TRIPLE Crowdfunding Survey

Fill out the TRIPLE questionnaire, which will capture people’s attitudes towards the funding of science and crowdfunding campaigns.

Resources

Visit the CESSDA community on Zenodo and our Resource Directory on Zotero.

D7.3 FAIR Competence Framework for Higher Education (Data Stewardship Professional Competence Framework)

IASSIST Quarterly Vol. 45 No. 1 (2021)

FAIRsFAIR Workshop: Fostering Fair Data Practices in Europe (recording and slides)

The ESFRI Clusters at RDA House of Commons (slides)

Webinar: The Twitter Timeline (recording)

Research Data Management and Data Stewardship Competences in University Curriculum

FAIRsFAIR Repository Support Series - The Role of Repositories in Enabling Persistent Identifier (PID) Graphs (recording)

National Policy and Support Actions for Research Data Skills - Impact and Experiences (recording)

Linking Surveys and Digital Trace Data - An Introduction and Guide for Researchers (report)

CMM CESSDA Metadata Model v.2

Vacancies

Do you have a vacancy at your institution that you wish to share?

(Senior) researcher 'Care and participation in chronic conditions'

(Academy Transfer)

(deadline 17 May)
Secretary General (H/F), [CNRS](#)
(deadline 25 May)

SDAP Membership and Administration Officer and Data Access Services Manager
[UK Data Service](#)
(deadlines 16 and 23 May)